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A graded Artin algebra is a graded ring which, neglecting the grading, is 
an Artin algebra. Although this definition has the merit of brevity, it does 
not expose some of the basic properties of graded Artin algebras; for 
instance, that there is a bound on absolute values of degrees of homogeneous 
elements. Indeed, a different definition is given in Section 1, and the 
discrepancy is rectified by Theory 1.4. 
We admit that our chief interest in graded Artin algebras lies in 
applications to the representation theory of Artin algebras-see [ 5 1. We feel, 
nonetheless, that graded Artin algebras are interesting objects of study in 
their own right, and some of our techniques (especially in Sections 5 and 6) 
are equally applicable to arbitrary graded rings. Thus, this paper, unlike its 
sequel [ 51, is designed to be read by a general ring theoretical audience. It is, 
in addition, self-contained from the standpoint of knowledge concerning 
graded rings required. 
The major concern of the paper is the existence of gradings on given 
modules over a graded Artin algebra-we use the term gradable when a 
gradation exists. Our transcendent result along these lines is that direct 
summands of finitely generated gradable modules are gradable. It follows 
immediately (see Section 3) that simple modules and projective modules over 
a graded Artin algebra are gradable. 
Also, inasmuch as we do not restrict ourselves to positively graded rings, 
endomorphism rings of graded finitely generated modules over graded Artin 
algebras are graded Artin algebras. In a similar vein, duality and horn 
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functors on module categories induce functors on the corresponding 
categories of graded modules. The constructions involved are described in 
detail in Section 2. One consequence is that, for graded Artin algebras, duals 
of finitely generated gradable modules, as well as all injective modules, are 
gradable. Moreover, the socle and the radical of any gradable module are 
homogeneous. In [5], the class of gradable modules will be further enlarged 
(see Propositions 1.5 and 1.6 and Theorem 3.4). 
It may be of interest to the reader that the cited result concerning 
summands of gradable modules can be stated in terms of indecomposable 
graded modules-see Theorem 3.2. A complementary result is given in 
Section 4, namely, that there is essentially at most one way of grading a 
finitely generated indecomposable module over a graded Artin algebra. This 
enables us to define what we call the graded length of finitely generated 
gradable modules. There are some simularities between this new numerical 
invariant and Loewy length. For example, when there is a bound on the 
graded lengths of finitely generated gradable modules, we will prove, in [S], 
results that are analogous to results previously known only for associated 
graded rings of Artin algebras of Loewy length two. 
A secondary aim of the paper is to study the category of graded modules 
over a graded ring. We shall show, in Section 6, that a certain infinite 
collection of naturally occurring full subcategories of this category are 
equivalent to module categories over graded rings. Thus, one can transfer 
known module-theoretic results directly to graded modules. We should 
mention that this is the basis of the proof of the main result of [5]. In 
Section 5 a new notion, graded equivalence of graded rings, finer than Morita 
equivalence, is introduced. This is formulated in general categorical terms, 
and a characterization in the style of the Morita theorems is derived. The 
notion of graded equivalence is especially easy to apply to graded Artin 
algebras only in that finitely generated projective modules are gradable and 
their structure well known. In particular, a description of all graded Artin 
algebras graded equivalent to a given graded Artin algebra is obtained. 
Throughout the paper, rings (except for endomorphism rings) will be 
assumed to have an identity 1 # 0, modules will be unitary left modules, and 
indecomposable modules will be assumed to be nonzero. Only L-graded 
rings and modules will be considered. 
1. GRADED ARTIN ALGEBRAS 
We initiate our study of graded Artin algebras with their definition. 
Examples, at the end of the section, sustain their ubiquity. In the body of the 
section we shall see, that, analogous to the case of Artin algebras, the graded 
algebra-theoretic definition has a corresponding strictly graded ring-theoretic 
interpretation. In fact, it turns out that graded Artin algebras play the same 
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role with respect to At-tin graded rings (to be defined below) as Artin 
algebras do to Artin rings. 
Let R be a commutative ring. A graded R-algebra is an R-algebra, A say, 
together with an R-module decomposition A = GnrZAn such that 
AnAm ~A,,,* We note that A,, is a subring of ,4 and that each A, is 
naturally a A,-bimodule. We call A, the initial subring of A. By elementary 
considerations (see Lemma 1.2), it follows that the canonical image of R in 
A is actually contained in the center of A,, and so A,, is an R-subalgebra of 
A. One says that A is trivially graded if A = A,,finitely graded if A, = 0 for 
InI $0, and positively graded if A, = 0 for n < 0. 
We remark that a graded ring in the usual sense is just a graded L- 
algebra; and we recall that an R-algebra is called an Artin R-algebra if it is 
module finite over R and R is Artin. 
We say that a graded R-algebra is a graded Artin R-algebra if, nelecting 
the grading, it is an Artin R-algebra. Since a graded Artin R-algebra must 
have finite length over R, we have the following crucial observation. 
LEMMA 1.1. Any graded Artin R-algebra is finitely graded, its initial 
subring is an Artin R-algebra, and its opposite ring is a graded Artin R- 
algebra. 
Just as a ring is called an Artin algebra if it is an Artin R-algebra for 
some R, we call a graded ring a graded Artin algebra if the ring, in its given 
graded structure, is a graded Artin R-algebra for some R. Also, we define an 
Artin graded ring to be a graded ring that, neglecting the grading, is Artin. 
We hasten to point out the possibility of confusing these terms with the 
appelation “graded Artin ring” which, in its standard usage, means a graded 
ring that has d.c.c. on graded left and right ideals. To emphasize the 
difference, there are nonartinian rings that, in the conventional sense, are 
graded Artin rings. 
Before proceeding, we should remind the reader of some standard 
terminology used in connection with a graded ring A = @A,,. An ideal I 
(subring S) of A is called a graded ideal (graded subring) if Z = @ (1 n A,,) 
(S = @ (S n A,)). If I is a graded ideal of A, then A/Z is, in a natural way, 
a graded ring. The graded ring A/I is called a graded factor ring of A. 
We wish to deal first with commutative Artin graded rings. For this, we 
require some elementary results concerning graded rings. The first and third 
listed we leave to the reader to verify-a proof of the result in between can 
be found in [7,2.5 Remark, p. 401. 
LEMMA 1.2. The following are properties of a graded ring A. 
(i) The identity of A belongs to the initial subring of A. 
(ii) If A is a division ring, then A is its own initial subring. 
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(iii) The center of A is a graded subring of A. 
(iv) If A is a commutative ring, then its prime radical is a graded 
ideal. 
Proof (iv) Of course, since A is a commutative, its prime radical is just 
the set of nilpotent elements. Let A = 2 A,,, where A, E A, and A = 0 A, is 
the grading, be an element of the prime radical. Suppose we have shown that 
A,, is nilpotent for InI > N > 0. Then the element Cr:i,+, 2, + A-, + A,V is 
nilpotent. But then, it follows that II-, and AN are nilpotent. Thus, J,, is 
nilpotent for each it # 0. Evidently, A0 must be nilpotent too. I 
LEMMA 1.3. A commutative Artin graded ring is a finite module over its 
initial subring. 
Proof. Let A = 0 A, be the specified graded ring. We first prove the 
result when A,, is an indecomposable ring. To do this, let 
be an idempotent in A. Assuming that e,, i, e,,,,... are nilpotent, n > 0, 
then, since 
e 2n = 2e --p+nep+n +2e-p+n+Iep+n-I + a.. + 2e,-,e,+, + (en>‘, 
e, is nilpotent. Thus, e ,,..., eP are nilpotent. This, together with the fact that 
e, = ei t 2 C”,=, e-,e,, shows that e=e,z ei modradA. In particular, 
there is an idempotent polynomial in e,, say f(e,), such that f has integer 
coefficients and f(e,) = e mod rad A. But, since f(e,) E A,, f(e,) = 0 or 
f (eo) = 1. In the former case e E rad A; and so e = 0. In the latter case, e is a 
unit of A; so e = 1. 
This argument shows that A is a local ring. Thus, by Lemma 1.2(iv), the 
field J= A/rad A is a graded factor ring of A. It follows, by Lemma 1.2(ii), 
that /i = Jo ; and hence that A, is nilpotent for n # 0. This makes it plain 
that Z=C,+o(A, t/i-J,> is a nilpotent ideal of A, say Z 2 I2 1 ..a 
2 P’ = 0. Now, each factor in this chain is a finitely generated A/l-module. 
Hence, I itself is a finitely generated A,-module via the obvious ring 
morphism A,+ A/Z. But this morphism is equally a A,-epimorphism. 
Therefore A/I, and hence also A, is finitely generated over A,. 
We are left with the case when A, decomposes. Since A is an Artin ring, it 
follows that A, is a finite product of indecomposable rings, say 
A,=R,Xa.e xR,. Thus A=AR,x... xAR,.. But, since each ARi is 
generated over A by an idempotent of A,, each is an Artin graded subring of 
A. So, by what we have already shown, it is clear that ARi is a finitely 
generated module over Ri, for each i. Thus A is a finitely generated module 
over A,. 1 
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This result enables us to establish the facts concerning graded Artin 
algebras alluded to at the beginning of the section. 
THEOREM 1.4. A graded ring is a graded Artin algebra if and only if it 
is an Artin algebra. 
Proof. Let A be an Artin algebra with grading, say, A = @A,,. As is 
well known, the center, C, of II is an Artin ring and A is a finitely generated 
C-module. But, by Lemma 1.2, C is a graded subring of A. Thus, by 
Lemma 1.3, C is a finitely generated module over C, = C n A,,. But then, C, 
is an Artin ring, by [3], and A is a finitely generated C-module. Finally, A 
is a graded C,-algebra via the action of A, on the A,,, and so A is a graded 
Artin Co-algebra. ti 
Of course, this theorem implies that an Artin algebra with any given 
gradation is a graded Artin algebra. We state two further immediate conse- 
quences of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1.5. The graded Artin algebras are precisely the Artin 
graded rings that are module finite over their center. 
COROLLARY 1.6. If A is a graded Artin algebra with initial subring A, 
and center C, then A is a graded Artin C n A,-algebra. 
We end the section with some examples of graded Artin algebras. In these 
examples, r will denote an arbitrary Artin algebra. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. If I is a proper ideal of I-, then the associated graded ring 
is a positively graded Artin algebra. Of particular importance is the case 
when I = rad r. We refer to the corresponding graded Artin algebra as the 
associated graded ring of r. 
EXAMPLE 1.8. Let M be a r- roP-bimodule, finitely generated as a r- 
module and as a pP-module. Then the trivial extension 
A=TD(M 
of M by r (e.g., see [4, p. 541) is a graded Artin algebra in the obvious way, 
with grading concentrated in degrees 0 and 1. For instance, suppose that r, 
and T2 are Artin algebras and that N is a r2 -ryP-bimodule. Put 




is the graded Artin algebra r K M. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. With M as in the preceding example, consider the tensor 
algebra 
T=l-@M@..- @ &M @--a, 
( 1 
where 0” M = M Or M Or . . . Or M (n factors). Then T is a graded 
algebra with the natural positive grading. Let I be a graded ideal of r such 
thatJPEIEJ2forsomep,whereJ=OOMO(MO,M)O....Thus,T/I 
is a positively graded Artin algebra. The case when r is a finite product of 
copies of an algebraically closed field is of special importance in the 
classification problem for finite-dimensional algebras of finite type over an 
algebraically closed field. 
EXAMPLE 1.10. Let r, and r2 be Artin algebras, and let M be a r,-cp- 
bimodule such that each of the modules r,M, ,+4, r2N, and ,,,,N is finitely 
generated. Suppose that there are bimodule homomorphisms ( , ): 
MarIN+ r, and [ , 1: N@,,M+r, such that (m,n)m’ = m[n,m’] and 
[n, m]n’ = n(m, n’) whenever m, m' EM and n, n’ E N. Then 
A= 
is a graded Artin algebra with grading concentrated in degrees - 1, 0, 1: 
In Section 6-see the remarks following Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.6- 
we shall give another method of constructing graded Artin algebras which is 
quite different from the foregoing constructions. 
2. GRADED MODULES, HOMOMORPHISMS, AND DUALITY 
In this section we deal with the basic properties of the horn and duality 
functors of graded modules. 
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Given a graded ring A = Onsz A,, a graded A-module is a A-module X 
together with a Z-module decomposition X = OnCZX,, such that 
ffi,xn ~Xnl,,* Nonzero elements of X, are known as homogeneous elements 
of degree n- it is worthwhile noting that the X, are A,-modules. We remark 
that if X is finitely generated and A is an Artin algebra, then, by 
Theorem 1.4, X is jkitely graded; that is, there is a bound on the absolute 
values of the degrees of the homogeneous elements of X. 
The category of graded A-modules is the category with objects graded A- 
modules and morphisms A-homomorphisms a: 0 X,--t 0 Y, such that 
a(X,,) g Y, for all n. This category, which will be denoted by Gr A, is easily 
seen to be Grothendieck. We denote the category of A-modules by Mod A 
and the forgetful functor Gr A + Mod A by F. (Actually, the letter F will be 
used for the forgetful functor from graded modules to modules irrespective of 
the specific graded ring involved.) The category of graded finitely generated 
A-modules will be denoted by gr A; more precisely, gr A is the full 
subcategory of Gr A having objects X with FX in mod A, the category of 
finitely generated A-modules. 
In general, if G: A --t B is a functor and /A’ is a subcategory of A, by the 
notation G(A’) we mean the full subcategory of B with objects isomorphic to 
objects of the form G(A), A in A’. The objects of the category F(Gr A) we 
term gradable A-modules. Apparently, if A is a gradable A-module, then 
there is a graded A-module X such that FX = A. 
Another useful notion concerning the category Gr A is that of the ith shift 
jiinctor, u(i). This functor is an automorphism of Gr A defined on objects by 
a(i)(@ X,,) = @ Y,, where Yn = XnPi, and in the obvious way on 
morphisms. It is important to note that F o o(i) = F. For objects X, Y in 
Gr A, we define 
Hom,(X, Y) = Hom,(FX, FY), 
Hom,(X, Y)i = F(Hom,,,(X, a(-i)Y)). 
Nonzero elements of Hom,(X, Y)i are called degree i A-morphisms. Since, 
evidently, F(Hom,,,(a(i)X, Y)) = F(Hom,,,(X, o(-i)Y)), we have 
LEMMA 2.1. If f: FX --f FY is a degree i A-morphism, then there is a 
unique morphism a: u(i)X-, Y in Gr A such that F(a) = f and a unique 
morphism /?: X + a(-i)Y in Gr A such that F;Ca) = J 
Now, if FX is finitely generated, then Hom,,,(X, Oiu(-i)Y) = 
Oi HomGr,,(X, 4-W); and, applying F, we find that Hom,(X, Y) = 
Or Hom,(X, Y)i. From now on we regard Hom,(X, Y) as being equipped 
with the structure of a graded Z-module as given by this decomposition. The 
verification of the following useful fact concerning this graded structure is 
left to the reader. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For any graded finitely generated A-module X and graded 
A-module Y, Hom,(a(i)X, a(j)Y) = o(j - i) Hom,(X, Y). 
Next, we note that if f E Hom,(V, FQi and g E Hom,(U, Qj, then 
fg E Hom,(U, lV)i+j. Consequently, when FX is finitely generated, End,X 
is a graded ring, Hom,(X, Y) is a graded End,(X)oP-module, and if 
h: FY+ FZ is a degree 0 A-morphism, then Hom,(FX, h): Hom,(FX, FY) + 
Hom,(FX, FZ) is a degree 0 End,(X)oP-morphism. Thus, Hom,(X, ) can be 
made into a functor by defining, for each morphism a in Gr A, Hom,(X, a) 
to be the morphism /3 in Gr(End,(X)OP) with F(J) = Hom,(FX, F(a)). Since, 
if FY is finitely generated, similar remarks can be made concerning the 
behavior of Hom,(X, Y) as a graded End, Y-module, the first two statements 
of the next result are clear. 
If A and r are graded rings we call a functor V: Gr A -+ Gr r a graded 
functor if V commutes with the ith shift functor for every i. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a graded ring and let X be a graded finitely 
generated A-module. 
(i) The functor Hom,(FX, ) : Mod A -+ Mod(End,(X)““) induces 
a graded functor Hom,(X, ): Gr A -+ Gr(End, (X)““) such that 
F o Hom,(X, ) = Hom,(FX, ) 0 F. 
(ii) The functor Hom,( , FX): (mod A)Op + Mod(End, X) induces a 
graded functor Hom,,( , X) : (gr A)“” -+ Gr(End, X) such that 
F o Hom,( ,X) = Hom,( , FX) o F. 
(iii) Zf A is a graded Artin algebra, then Hom,(X, gr A) c 
gr(End,(X)OP) and (ii) remains valid when Gr(End, X) is replaced by 
gr(End, X). 
The third statement is clear roo, since, if A and B are finitely generated 
modules over an Artin algebra I-, then, as Endr(A and EndrB are well 
known to be Artin algebras, Hom,(A, B) is finitely generated as an 
End,(A)oP-module and as an EndrB-module. Furthermore, using 
Theorem 1.4 we get a result which is fundamental to our approach to graded 
Artin algebras. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The endomorfihism ring of a graded finitely generated 
module over a graded Artin algebra is a graded Artin algebra. 
From the representation-theoretic point of view, in order that graded Artin 
algebras be worthwhile objects of study, in addition to the last result, one 
must be able to establish the existence of a graded duaity. To do so, let A be 
a graded Artin algebra, and let C, be the intersection of the center of A with 
the initial subring of A. We know, by Corollary 1.6, that A is an Artin C,- 
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algebra. Now, in [ 11, it is shown that duality for Artin R-algebras does not 
depend on the choice of R. Thus, we may assume that the usual duality 
D: mod A + mod /lOp is given by D( ) = HomcO( , E), where E is the C,- 
injective envelope of C&ad C, . 
For an object X = @X, of gr /i, define D(X) = D(FX). Then, since X is 
finitely graded, D(X) = @ XA as C,-modules, where XL = D(X-.). We claim 
that this decomposition is a IIoP-gradation of D(X). To see this, note that the 
/IoP-module structure on X can be viewed as being given by the canonical 
ring morphism r: /i -+ EndcO(FX). But, if I is a homogeneous element of/i of 
degree i, then r(A) restricts to a C,-morphism X-,-i -+ X-, ; and then, 
D(n(k)) restricts to a C,-morphism D(X-,) + D(X-,-i). Our claim substan- 
tiated, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 to obtain 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If A is a graded Artin algebra and 
D: mod A -+ mod Aop is the usual duality of Artin algebras, then D induces a 
graded duality D: gr A -+ gr Aop with the property that FD = DF. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The dual of a finitely generated gradable module over 
a graded Artin algebra is gradable. 
3. GRADABLE INDECOMPOSABLE MODULES 
This section contains the chief result of the paper together with its 
immediate consequences. We show that if a graded finitely generated module 
over a graded Artin algebra is indecomposable in the graded sense, then it is 
an indecomposable module. This result is actually equivalent to the following 
one, which deals with a special type of graded Artin algebra. 
THEOREM 3.1. A graded Artin algebra with local initial subring is local. 
Proof: Let r= @ I-, be the graded Artin algebra. Since, by Lemma 1.1, 
r, is an Artin ring, its radical is nilpotent. Let M - 1, M > 2, be the index of 
nilpotency of rad r,. By Lemma 1.1 again, there is an N > 0 such that 
r,, = 0 for all n with 1 nl > N. We assume N > 0, for otherwise, there is 
nothing to prove. Let 
I=r-,+ ... +r~,+z,+r,+...+rN,IO= 1 ry-,. 
nfo 
Then Z is a graded ideal of r. Since T/I is a factor ring of r,, r/I is local. 
Thus, if Z is nilpotent, r is local. In fact, we claim that 1’2N+“M = 0. 
First we must show that I, c rad To. For this, it is enough to show that an 
element of the form ab, a E T+, b E r,, , n # 0, is in rad To. But, since each 
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nonzero element of (r,) Nti has degree >N in absolute value, (m)“+’ = 0. 
Thus, ab has nonzero right annihilator and cannot be a unit of r. Then, of 
course, ab is not a unit of r, either; and so, because r,, is a local ring, 
ab E radr,. 
To finish the proof, it suffices to show that the product of any (2N + l)M 
homogeneous elements of I is zero. So let the elements be x, ,..., xcZ,,‘+ ,),,,, 
and suppose that x1 +.. xc,,+ i),,, # 0. Thus, if we put di = deg(x, ... xi), we 
must have that -N < di < N. But, an easy counting argument shows that for 
some j with -N <j < N, there are indices i, < i, < a.. < i,W such that di, = 
di2= . . . = di,W = j. We then write the product of the xi in the form 
YlY2 “’ YMxi,v,+,xi,,,+, “’ X(2Nt I)M~ 
y,=x. rkm,+IXik-,t2 '.' xik, 
where i,=o; and we see that since deg(y, y2 ... YJ =.A 
deg y,=deg y3=...=deg y,=O. But then, Y2Y3 ... y,EIf-k 
(rad T,$‘-’ = 0, contradicting the assumption that x,x2 .+. xtZNt ijM # 0. 1 
Admittedly, this result is more readily proved for positively graded 
algebras. But this would be insufficient, in the rest of the section, to establish 
even the positively graded instances of our results. 
THEOREM 3.2. If A is a graded Artin algebra, then an object X of gr A is 
indecomposable precisely when FX is an indecomposable A-module. 
Proof: If X decomposes in gr ,4, then FX decomposes in mod A because 
the forgetful functor F is additive. Conversely, suppose that X is indecom- 
posable in gr A, and let I-= End,, X. Since F is faithful, the initial subring, 
r,, of r is isomorphic to EndBrA X. Thus, as idempotents split in gr A, the 
identity of r,, is its only nonzero indempotent. But, by Proposition 2.4, r is a 
graded Artin algebra, and so, by Lemma 1.1, r,, is a local ring. Therefore, r 
is local by the preceding theorem; and hence FX is indecomposable. 1 
We mention that we do not know if the assumption of finite generation 
(i.e., gr A vs. Gr A) is required for the validity of this result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Any direct summand of a finitely generated gradable 
module over a graded Artin algebra is gradable. 
Proof: We observe that there is a bound on the number of summands 
occurring in a decomposition of an object X of gr A. Thus, X is a direct sum 
of indecomposable objects of gr A, say X=X, @3 .e. @ X,. Then FX = 
FX, 0 ... @ FX, ; and the result follows by the Krull-Schmidt theorem 
since each FXi is indecomposable. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.4. For a graded Artin algebra, projective modules are 
gradable, and so too are injective modules. 
Proof. That projective modules are gradable is obvious, given the 
preceding theorem. But, for an Artin algebra, any injective module is a direct 
sum of finitely generated injective modules. Thus, the fact that injective 
modules are gradable is a consequence of Corollary 2.6. 1 
Before further enlarging the class of gradable modules over a graded Artin 
algebra, we require some definitions. Given a graded module X, a 
homogeneous submodule of FX is a submodule H of FX such that H = FY 
for some subobject Y of X. A submodule B of a gradable module A is called 
homogeneous if B is a homogeneous submodule of FX for every graded 
module X with FX = A. 
Also, for the next result, one must know that the radical of a graded Artin 
algebra is a graded ideal. This can be seen using various techniques of [ 71. 
Indeed, Bergman [2] has shown that Jacobson radicals of all graded rings 
are graded ideals. We will indicate an entirely different proof in Section 5, 
following Corollary 5.6. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A be a graded Artin algebra. 
(i) Every simple A-module is gradable. 
(ii) The radical and socle of a gradable A-module are homogeneous. 
Proof: (i) By the above discussion, A/rad A is a gradable A-module. 
Thus, since every simple A-module is isomorphic to a summand of A/rad A, 
every simple A-module is gradable, by Theorem 3.3. 
(ii) Let A be a gradable A-module. Since rad A = (rad A)A, rad A is a 
homogeneous submodule of A. In particular, it follows by duality, using 
Proposition 2.5, that the socle of every finitely generated gradable submodule 
of A is homogeneous. This implies that the socle of A is homogeneous. 1 
Naturally, from this result we know that the socle and the radical of a 
gradable A-module are gradable A-modules. 
4. GRADED LENGTH 
We begin the section by showing that a given finitely generated indecom- 
posable module over a graded Artin algebra has essentially at most one 
graded structure. This is applied to the founding of a numerical invariant, 
called graded length, of finitely generated gradable modules over graded 
Artin algebras. We end the section by exploiting a particularly tractable 
class of graded Artin algebra-the graded Artin algebras for which each 
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simple module has graded length one. Although members of this class are 
not necessarily positively graded, they nevertheless display the significant 
features of positively graded Artin algebras (with are contained in the class). 
If X= OX,, is a nonzero graded module, we define the lower bound, 4X, 
and the upper bound, 6X, of X by the formulas 
4x= h$ (X, # O}, s;u= s,;g (X,#O}. 
In addition, we define 40 = 0 = 80. 
THEOREM 4.1. If A is a graded Artin algebra and X and Y are indecom- 
posable objects of gr A such that FX N FY in mod A, then X ‘v a(i)Y in gr A 
for some uniquely determined index i. 
Proof. Let OX,, and @ Y, be the gradings on X and Y, respectively, and 
let f: FX + FY be a A-isomorphism. Since Fa@X -_6Y)Y = FY, we may 
assume that 4X =JY, and, since F reflects isomorphisms, it is sufficient to 
prove that there is a degree 0 A-isomorphism FX + FY. 
Now, by Section 2, f = CA;., wherefi E Hom,(X, Y),i. Suppose that f, is 
a nonzero isomorphism. Plainly, the restriction offk to X,, is an isomorphism 
for each n. Thus, if k < 0, then 0 # fk(Xsx) = Ysx+ k = Yg y + k = 0, whereas if 
k > 0, then 0 = fk(XGXpk) = Y,, = Ye,, f 0. Hence k = 6 Consequently, the 
element 1 = C f -'f-of the ring End,, FX has the property that f ‘fi is a 
nonunit for each j # 0. But, by Theorem 3.2, End,FX is a local Artin ring. 
Therefore, each f -‘fj but f ir, is nilpotent; so 1 = g + f -If0 for some 
nilpotent element g. But then, f -‘f, is a unit. Thus, f, is an isomorphism. 1 
Clearly, the uniquely determined index i of this result is just the common 
value of 4X - _SY and 8X - 8Y. We take advantage of this fact with the 
following definitions. We call the number 6X -_SX + 1 the graded length, 
gr.1. X, of a graded finitely generated A-module X. Since, when X is indecom- 
posable, this number depends only on the isomorphism class of FX in 
mod A, we can define the graded length, gr.1. A, of a finitely generated 
gradable indecomposable A-module A by gr.1. A = gr.1. Y, where Y is any 
object of gr A such that FY = A. More generally, if A is an arbitrary finitely 
generated gradable A-module, we define the graded length of A by the 
formula 
gr.1. A = 1 if A=0 
= sup(gr.1. B: B indecomposable, B ( A} if A # 0. 
We note that the graded length of A is well defined (by Theorem 3.3), and 
we emphasize that gr.1. X = gr.1. FX for any indecomposable object X of 
grA. 
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We should mention that the notion of graded length is more akin to the 
notion of Loewy length than it is to the notion of length. However, just as 
the concept of Loewy length has considerable utility, so too does the concept 
of graded length-see [ 5 1. 
Next, we show that, roughly stated, the graded length of a gradable 
module is the minimal number of steps required to grade it. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be a graded Artin algebra and A a j%itely 
generated gradable A-module. Then gr.1. A = inf(gr.1. X : X E gr A, FX = A ). 
Proof. Let gr.1. A = d, and let e be the prescribed infinum. Suppose that 
FX = A, X an object of gr A. Then X=X, @ ... 0 X,., where the Xi are 
indecomposable objects of gr A. For each i we have gr.1. X > gr.1. Xi = 
gr.l.FX,. ButA=FX,@... @ FX,, so gr.1. X > gr.1. A. Thus d < e. On the 
other hand, by Theorem 3.3, A =A, @ ... @A,, where each Ai is an 
indecomposable gradable A-module. Choose objects Yi of gr A with 
FY, =Ai, put Yf = a(-_6Y,) Yi, and let Y’ = Yi 0 ... @ Yi. Then FY’ = 
FY; @ a.. @ FY; = FY, @ . . . @ FY, =A. However, we have arranged 
things so that, for each i,_SY( = 0; and so it is clear that gr.1. Y’ = 
sup(gr.1. Y;}. But gr.1. Y; = gr.1. Yi for each i, and each Yi is indecomposable. 
It follows that gr.1. Y’ = gr.1. A, and hence that e < d. 1 
The following result is easily verified. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that A is graded Artin algebra with initial subring 
A Then a finitely generated gradable A-module is indecomposable of 
g&ded length one precisely when it is indecomposable over A,,. 
COROLLARY 4.4. If A = @A,, is a graded Artin algebra then gr.1. S = 1 
for every simple A-module S if and only if rad A = rad A,, + CnZO A,,. 
ProoJ (t) Every simple A-module is a simple A,-module via the 
canonical ring epimorphism A, + A/rad A. But the acquired A,-structure is 
no different from the usual one; so simple A-modules are certainly indecom- 
posable A,-modules. 
(*) Consider A,, m # 0, and let S be any simple A-module. We may 
as well assume that S itself is graded; and then, by assumption, the grading 
is concentrated in one degree. But then, A,S = 0, whence A, E rad A. Thus, 
A_,A, G rad A,, since A -,,,A,,, is a nilpotent ideal of A,,. It follows that 
rad4l + CllfO A, is an ideal of A. This ideal is plainly the Jacobson 
radical. fl 
COROLLARY 4.5. If a graded Artin algebra is either positively graded or 
a basic ring then every simple module has graded length one. 
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Proof. In either case, it suffices to show that A, c rad II for m # 0. If A 
is positively graded, this is obvious. If /i/rad /i is a product of division rings, 
it must be that nilpotent elements of/i lie in rad /i. Thus /i, g rad A, m # 0, 
in this case too. I 
5. GRADED EQUIVALENCE 
Let II and r be graded rings. We say that a graded functor 
U: Gr II + Gr r (see Section 2) is a graded equivalence if there is a graded 
functor V: Gr r+ Gr n such that VU N lGr,, and UV 2: 1 qrr. We say that /i 
and r are graded equivalent if there is a graded equivalence Gr n + Gr r. 
Obviously, graded equivalence of graded rings is an equivalence relation on 
the class of graded rings. We will see, later in the section, that graded 
equivalent graded rings are Morita equivalent; but, we hasten to add that 
Morita equivalent graded rings are not necessarily graded equivalent-see, 
for example, Corollary 5.10. Also, we should point out that the mere 
existence of a category equivalence Gr /1 + Gr r need not imply even that /i 
and r are Morita equivalent. For instance, let k be a field, and take 
n = k[x]/(x’) with degree x = 2 and r= C x Z with the product grading, 
where C is k[x]/(x*) with degree x = 1. 
Before establishing some results designed to imply a characterization of 
graded equivalence reminiscent of the Morita theorems, we introduce some 
more terminology. If L: Mod/i -+ Mod r is an equivalence, we call L a 
graded equivalence if there is a graded functor U: Gr A -+ Gr r such that the 
diagram 
b’ 




Mod A -Modr I, 
commutes. We say that U is an associated graded functor of L. We recall 
that a ring morphism r: A -+ r is a graded morphism of rings if r(A,) E r,, 
for all n. If A is isomorphic to r as graded rings, that is, if there is a graded 
isomorphism A + r, then it is plain that A is graded equivalent to r. Indeed, 
there is an isomorphism L and a graded isomorphism U such that diagram 
( 1) commutes. 
We wish to give an example illustrating the sensitivity of the stipulation 
that the functor U in the definition of a graded equivalence 
L: Mod A + Mod r making diagram (1) commute is a graded functor. For 
this, let T be the k-algebra with basis e,, e,, e3, a,, a,, u3, aza, satisfying 
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the relations eiej = 6,ej (i, j = 1, 2, 3), ei+ i a, = U, = aiei (i = 1, 2), and 
e3u3 = a3 = a3 e, . Thus, T is isomorphic to the tensor k-algebra of the quiver 
See [4, Appendix]. Let /1 be the graded k-algebra obtained from T by 
assigning degree 1 to a3 and degree 0 to the remaining basis elements, and let 
P be the graded k-algebra obtained by assigning a3 degree -1 and the rest of 
the basis elements degree 0. Then, it can be checked that there is an 
isomorphism U: Gr /i -+ Gr P defined on objects by V(X), =X-,. For this 
choice of U, diagram (1) commutes with L the identity functor. But it will 
become fairly apparent later (see, especially, Corollary 5.11) that ,the graded 
algebras /f and P are not graded equivalent. The following result shows that 
this could not be if U were a graded functor. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that U is an associated gradedfunctor of a graded 
equivalence L: Mod n + Mod P. Let Q = U(A), P = Hom,(Q, r), L’ = 
Hom,(FP, ), CT’ = Hom,(P, ), M = Hom,(FQ, ), and V= Hom,(Q, ). 
Then, as graded rings, A N Endr(Q and I-= End,(P)OP. Moreover, M is 
inverse to L, V is inverse to U, L ‘v L’, and U- U’. 
Proof: First, since FU= LF, we point out that F’Q = L(A). Thus, it is 
readily seen that there is an isomorphism 
4: 1 Mod A + ML = HomI’(L(A), L( )> 
given, for each A-module A and each a EA, by #,(a) = Lb,), where 
p, E Hom,(A, A) is right multiplication by a. Let X be in Gr ,4 and let x be 
a homogeneous element of X of degree i. Then, since px E Hom,(/i, X)i, 
p, = F(a) for some a E Hom,,,(/i, o(-i)X). But then, since U is a graded 
functor, L@,) = F(U(cr)) E F(Hom Gr r(W 1, 0(-i) U(W); that is, q&(x) E 
Hom,.(Q, U(X)),. In particular, it follows that @A induces an isomorphism of 
graded rings /i + Endr(Q) Using this isomorphism, we may identify the 
categories Gr(End,(Q)Op) and Grti. (This is compatible with the iden- 
tification of Mod(End,(FQ)OP) with Mod,4 we have already tacitly made.) 
Thus, for X in Gr /i, V(U(X)) = Hom,(Q, U(X)) is a graded A-module with 
FWW)) = M@(X)); and so, by the above argument, 4 induces an 
isomorphism 1 dr n + VU. 
Next, we note that since L is an equivalence, FQ is a finitely generated 
projective generator in Mod P. Hence M is an equivalence and, by 
Proposition 2.3(i), V is an associated graded functor of M. Thus, since 
V(P) = P, as we just saw P N End,(P)OP and U’V N lo, r (making the 
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analogous identifications of categories to those made before). We then get 
that U- U’ and UV- lGr,.. 
The rest follows by the usual Morita theory. I 
Using Proposition 2.3(i), we have 
COROLLARY 5.2. Any associated graded functor of a graded equivalence 
Mod A -+ Mod r is a graded equivalence. 
Next, we prove a converse to this result. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If U: Gr A + Gr r is a graded equivalence, then U is 
isomorphic to an associated graded functor of some graded equivalence 
Mod A --$ Mod I-. 
Prooj Choose a graded functor V: Gr P+ Gr A inverse to U, and let 
P = V(T). Then P is a small projective object of Gr A, and thus a finitely 
generated projective object of Gr A. Consequently, FP is a finitely generated 
projective /i-module. Also, since OnEB o(n)r is a generator in Gr r and V is 
a graded functor, OneL o(n)P is a generator in Gr A. But then, r is a direct 
summand of a direct sum of copies of this generator, and thus it follows that 
FP is a finitely generated projective generator in Mod A. 
Now, since V is a graded functor, for each n there is a unique 
isomorphism r, making the diagram 




Hom,(r, r), - r” Hom,,(P, P>, 
commute. The r, induce, in the obvious way, an isomorphism of graded 
abelian groups Hom,(r, r) + Hom,(P, P), which is immediately seen to be a 
ring isomorphism. In particular, Hom,(P,X) is a graded r-module via this 
isomorphism for every X in Gr A. Thus, by Proposition 2.3, it suffices to 
show that U1: Hom,(P, ). 
Let X in Gr A. Clearly, U(X) N Hom,(T, U(X)) naturally as graded r- 
modules. Since U and V are graded functors there is, for each n, a unique 
natural isomorphism h, such that the diagram 
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commutes, where w is a fixed isomorphism VU+ 1 orii. Again, this defines 
in the obvious manner a natural isomorphism of graded abelian groups 
Horn& U(X)) + Hom,(P, X). We must show that it is a I-morphism; that 
is, that for y E I,,, and f E Hom,(I, U(X)),, h,+,(yf) = yh,(f). To do this, 
let f’ E Horn,,& a(-n) U(X)) and y’ E Hom,,,(I, a(- such that 
F(f’) = f and IQ’) = pY, where p is right multiplication. Then, h,,(f) = 
F(vx) F(Vf’)) and h,+,(ti) = L+,(fpJ = F(y/,) W(~‘Y’)). Thus, for 
P E P% W”(f))(P) = h,(f)(PY) = IF(v,) F(V(f’))l(F(V(y’))(p)) = 
lF(y/,) W(f’Y’))l(P) = k?l+,w)(P)~ I 
Combining the preceding results, we get 
THEOREM 5.4. If A and I are graded rings then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) A and I are graded equivalent. 
(ii) There is a graded equivalence Mod A + Mod I. 
(iii) There exists an object P of Gr A such that FP is a finitelbl 
generated projective generator in Mod A and End,(P)OP is isomorphic to I 
as graded rings. 
COROLLARY 5.5. If A and I are graded equivalent graded rings then 
there is a bijection between graded ideals of A and graded ideals of r such 
that, tf I is a proper graded ideal of A corresponding to a proper graded 
ideal J of I, then the gradedfactor rings A/I and I/J are graded equivalent. 
Proof. Let P in Gr A such that FP is a finitely generated projective 
generator in Mod A with I= End,(P)OP, and let I be a proper graded ideal 
of A. Then, in the usual bijection between ideals under Morita equivalence, I 
corresponds to the proper ideal J of I such that (FP)J = I(FP). But then, 
(FP)J is a homogeneous submodule of FP, and so there is an inclusion 
morphism Hom,(P, (FP)J) + Hom,(P, P) = I in Gr I. Thus, since 
F Hom,(P, (FP)J) = J, J is a graded ideal of I. 
For the rest, we identify Mod(A/I) with the full subcategory of A-modules 
killed by I and Mod(I’/J) with the full subcategory of I-modules killed by J. 
Since, if A is in Mod A, IA = 0 if and only if J Hom,(FP, A) = 0, it is plain 
that the functor Hom,(FP/I(FP), ): Mod(A/I) + Mod(T/J) is an 
equivalence. Equally plain is the fact that the action of (I’/J)Op on FP/I(FP) 
defines a ring isomorphism T/J- End,(P/I(FP))“P. As this is an 
isomorphism of graded rings, A/I is graded equivalent to T/J, by 
Theorem 5.3. 1 
Before specializing to graded Artin algebras, we mention a result which is 
an immediate consequence of Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.4. 
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COROLLARY 5.6. (i) Zf L: Mod A + Mod F is a graded equivalence and 
G is the full subcategory of gradable A-modules, then L(G) is the full 
subcategory of gradable T-modules. 
(ii) If a graded ring A is graded equivalent to a trivially graded ring, 
then every A-module is gradable and every submodule of a A-module is 
homogeneous. 
If A is a graded Artin algebra, then, since we know that projective A- 
modules are gradable, it follows that A is graded equivalent to a basic 
graded Artin algebra. This can be a useful fact. For instance, as we saw in 
the proof of Corollary 4.5, it is very easy to show that the radical of a basic 
graded Artin algebra is a graded ideal. Thus, since it is well known that 
Jacobson radicals are corresponding ideals in the canonical bijection between 
ideals of Morita equivalent rings, the radical of any graded Artin algebra is a 
graded ideal, by Corollary 5.5. 
The following result is another easy consequence of the fact that projective 
modules over graded Artin algebras are gradable. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If a graded Artin algebra A is Morita equivalent to a 
ring F, then there is a graded structure on F such that, in this graded 
structure, F is a graded Artin algebra graded equivalent to A. 
In connection with this result we mention that, by Proposition 2.4, if one 
of two graded equivalent graded rings is a graded Artin algebra, then the 
other is too. 
Our next result will lead, among other things, to a description of all 
graded rings graded equivalent to a given graded Artin algebra. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. The following are properties of a graded Artin algebra 
A with initial subring A,. 
(i) Every primitive idempotent of A,, is a primitive idempotent of A. 
(ii) If Q is a finitely generated projective A-module that generates 
Mod A, then Q, regarded as a A,-module, generates Mod A,. 
(iii) If P is an object of Gr A such that FP is finitely generated and 
projective in Mod A, then there are primitive indempotents e, ,..., e, of A,, and 
integers s, ,..., s, such that 
Pya(s,)Ae, @ ... @a(s,)Ae, 
in Gr A. 
Proof. (i) Let e be a primitive idempotent of A,. If Ae is not indecom- 
posable, then, by Theorem 3.2, Ae = A @B in Gr A, A # 0, B # 0. But then, 
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A,e=A,@B,, where A, and B, are &submodules of A and B, respec- 
tively. Hence, say, A,, = 0. Consequently, e E B, E B, and so A = 0. 
(ii) Since the identity of A is a sum of orthogonal primitive idem- 
potents of /i,,, by (i), every principal indecomposable /i-module is 
isomorphic to a principal indecomposable /i-module of the form ne, where e 
is an idempotent of A,. Thus, we may assume that Q =/le, 0 .a. @Ae,, 
where the e, are idempotents of II,. Let A = @i=,/i,. Clearly, r,,(Q) = 
Ae,A + +.. +/ie,n: where r,,(Q) denotes the trace of Q in A. Thus, by 
hypothesis, /i = ne,n + ..a +ne,/i, and it follows that 
j=L n=-d i=l n=-d 
Fix a pair of indices n, i, and let xe, y be an element of A, e,/i -n, where 
XEA, and yEA_,. Then the map fC Hom,O(ll,ei,/i,) defined by 
f(z) = zy, z E Il,ei, has the property that f(xei) = xe,y. Thus 
/i,,ei/i-, c t,,,(Q). But, since the trace respects direct sums, we get that 
t/r&Q> = A,. 
(iii) In Gr A, P is a finite direct sum of indecomposable objects. Let 
W be a typical one. Then, by Theorem 3.2, FW is an indecomposable direct 
summand of FP in Mod /i. In particular, FW is an indecomposable 
projective /i-module. So, by (i), FW N Ae, for some primitive idempotent e 
of /i,. But then, by Theorem 4.1, there is an integer s such that W = o(s)Ae 
in Grtl. I 
By Lemma 4.3, we have 
COROLLARY 5.9. The following are equivalent properties of a graded 
Artin algebra A. 
(i) A is trivially graded. 
(ii) Every finitely generated gradable A-module has graded length 1. 
(iii) Every indecomposable projective A-module has graded length 1. 
By Lemma 2.2, if X is an object of gr A, then End,(u(i)X) = End,X as 
graded rings for any i. Thus, we get 
COROLLARY 5.10. Two local graded Artin algebras are graded 
equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic as graded rings. 
Now, although Morita equivalent basic Artin algebras are necessarily 
isomorphic, graded equivalent basic graded Artin algebras need not be 
isomorphic as graded rings. Using, in fact, the proposition following the next 
result, one can construct examples of this phenomenon at will. In particular, 
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in the foregoing corollary, the assumption that the algebras are local is 
required for the validity of the result. 
COROLLARY 5.11. Suppose that A = @A,, and r= @ r,, are graded 
Artin algebras and that U is an associated graded functor of a graded 
equivalence Mod A -+ Mod r. Then there exist primitive idempotents e, ,..., e, 
of A, and integers s, ,..., s, such that 
and such that, for any object X = OX,, of Gr A, 
U(X), z 0 eiXn+,i, 
i=l 
(3) 
where 0 U(X),, is the grading on U(X). 
Proof. Using Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.8(iii), we may assume that 
there are idempotents e, and integers si, as stipulated, such that 
UN Hom,(P, ) for P = @ $‘= i a(~,) Aei. Then 
Horn,,&, X), = F(Hom,,,(P, a(-n)X)) 
= 6 F(H OmGrA(4Si)Aei, 44X>) 
i-l 
= O Hom,(Aei,X),+,t. 
i=I 
Thus, formula (3) follows upon identifying Hom,(Aei, X) with e,X via the 
canonical isomorphism. In addition, taking X = P, we get formula (2) since 
F- End,(P)OP as graded rings. I 
Conversely, suppose that A = @A,, is a graded ring, let s, ,..., sp be 
integers, choose degree 0 idempotents e, ,..., e, of A such that 
A = 2 AeiA, (4) 
and define F= @ F, by formula (2) of Corollary 5.11. Then F is a graded 
ring via multiplication in A, multiplying elements in F,, like p x p matrices. 
Similarly, we can define a functor U: Gr A + Gr F by formula (3) of the 
corollary, at the same time defining U in the obvious way on morphisms. 
Having done this, U is an associated graded functor of the graded 
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equivalence Hom,(FP, ): Mod A + Mod r, where P = Of=, a(s,) Aei. Then, 
of course, A is graded equivalent to r, by Theorem 5.4. 
From this construction, one can always obtain nontrivially graded rings 
graded equivalent to a given trivially graded ring. For, retaining the notation 
of the preceding paragraph, assume A, = 0 for n # 0 and choose idempotents 
e, of A such that formula (4) holds and such that eaAeb # 0 for some a # b. 
Then, by formula (2), rsbpSa # 0 for any choice of the si. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let A = @ A, be an indecomposable graded Artin 
algebra and let r = End,(P)OP where P = @ p=, a(~,) Ae,, the si are integers, 
and the ei are degree 0 idempotents of A such that A = Cy:, Ae,A. Suppose 
that r is trivially graded. Then A is trivially graded if and only if si = s/for 
all i, j. 
Proof: By (2), the condition for r to be trivially graded is e,A,e, # 0 3 
n = si - sj. So, if A is not trivially graded, then si # s,~ for some i, j. On the 
other hand, if A is trivially graded, then si = sj whenever eiAej # 0. Thus, the 
result follows from the assumption that A is indecomposable, using the fact 
that FP is a generator and Proposition 5.8(i). 1 
Another way of saying that the graded Artin algebra A of this result is 
trivially graded is to say, by Corollary 5.9, that the graded equivalence 
Hom,(FP, ): Mod A -t Modr preserves graded length; that is, 
gr.1. Hom,h(FP, A) = gr.1. A for every finitely generated gradable A-module A. 
But, for the proper choice of A, the condition on the si for r to be trivially 
graded is easily realized without the si being all equal. Thus, for instance, it 
may not be possible to preserve graded length even in passing to a basic 
graded Artin algebra. For a concrete example, (cf. Example 1.10) take 
A = lklZ, k a field, with grading 
Then, if I- is a basic graded Artin algebra graded equivalent to A, there is no 
graded equivalence Mod A -+ Mod r which preserves graded length (because 
r must be isomorphic to k, and hence trivially graded). 
Since, concerning invariants of modules over graded Artin algebras, 
graded length appears to be the major invariant that is confined to gradable 
modules, a further study of its behavior under graded equivalence should be 
of interest. Our next, and final, result of the section shows that although 
graded length itself fails decisively to be preserved, the existence of a finite 
bound on graded lengths is preserved. This result, albeit not difficult to 
prove, is certainly of representation theoretic importance (see, for example, 
15, Theorem 4.61). 
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PROPOSITION 5.13. If A and I are graded equivalent graded Artin 
algebras, then there is a bound on the graded lengths offinitely generated 
gradable A-modules if and only if there is a bound on the graded lengths of 
finitely generated gradable I-modules. 
ProoJ Given objects X and Y of Gr A, the formula gr.l. Hom,(X, Y) < 
gr.1. X + gr.1. Y is readily verified. But, we know that the functor 
Hom,(FP, ): Mod/i -+ Mod r is a graded equivalence for a suitable object 
P of Grrl. But then, gr.1. Hom,(PP, FX) = gr.1. F Hom,(P, X) < gr.1. 
Hom,(P, X) < gr.l. P + gr.l. X, and so the result follows from 
Corollary 5.6(i). I 
6. Gri(A) 
In this section we show that certain categories, to be denoted by G&t), 
of truncated graded A-modules over a graded ring A are equivalent to 
module categories over a graded ring. This affords a technique for obtaining 
properties of gradable A-modules-see the proof of [5, Theorem 3.4 ]-and 
thus can be used to prove results concerning Gr A itself-see 
(5, Theorem 3.51. 
We start with a general construction of graded rings. We will see that the 
graded rings constructed encompass those over which the categories G&4) 
are module categories. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A = @ iez A i be a direct sum of objects A i of an abelian 
category A, where, for some nonnegative integer d, Ai = 0 if i < 0 or i > d. 
Let R = EndA(A)OP. Then B is a graded ring with graded structure 0 0, 
given by 
L’, = @i_do Hom,(Ai, A,-,). 
Proof. This is an easy calculation. 1 
We remark that .R, = 0 for In 1 > d. Also, we emphasize that, by 
Theorem 1.4, if Q is an Artin algebra, then J2 is a graded Artin algebra. This 
is the case when A = mod r for some Artin algebra r. In particular, writing 
the Artin algebra r as a direct sum of principal indecomposable left ideals, 
we get 
COROLLARY 6.2. Any Artin algebra which is not a direct product of 
local algebras has a nontrivial graded structure. 
We should mention that there are local graded Artin algebras, other than 
division rings, that cannot be graded nontrivially; Z/4H is an example. The 
next result exposes an important basic property of the graded ring Q. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. With the notation of Lemma 6.1, R is graded 
equivalent to a trivially graded ring. 
Proof. Let e, be the idempotent of D corresponding to lAi. Then, either e, 
is homogeneous of degree 0, or else ei = 0. Consequently, Q = @y=‘_, a(i)L 
is an object of Gr a and, of course, FQ = a. But, if ei.R,e,i # 0, we observe 
that n = i -j. Thus, by the proof of Proposition 5.12, 0 is graded equivalent 
to flntriv, the ring n with the trivial grading. I 
Of course, latent in this result is the possibility, when R is a graded Artin 
algebra, of using the graded equivalence Hom,(FQ, ): Mod fi -+ Mod ntriv 
to compute graded lengths of finitely generated gradable fi-modules in terms 
of (non-Morita invariant) properties of finitely generated LItriv-modules. 
We record this special case of Corollary 5.6(ii): 
COROLLARY 6.4. Every module.over the graded ring a of Lemma 6.1 is 
gradable and every submodule of an R-module is homogeneous. 
Now, let /i be any graded ring and suppose that -co < a <b < co. We 
denote the full subcategory of Gr /i whose objects X satisfy a < 4X and 
6X < b, together with the zero object of Gr /1, by Grb,(/i). When a = 0, we 
denote the resultant category by Grb(/i). 
LEMMA 6.5. If i is an integer, then G&l) and Grb,tj(ll) are canonically 
equivalent categories. 
Proof. The restriction of o(i) to Grb,(/l) induces an equivalence Gri(/i) + 
Grii, j(n). I 
The following is a considerable extension of certain results of [ 6 I. 
THEOREM 6.6. If A is a graded ring and c < d are bothJinite, then there 
is a graded ring D with the property that some graded functor 
G: Gr A --f Gr D induces a fully faithful functor G’: Grf(/i) + Grf(R) such 
that FG’: Gr$(A) + Mod B is an equivalence. Moreover, zf A is a graded 
Artin algebra, then so too is n. 
Proof By the preceding lemma, we may take c = 0. We begin by 
exhibiting a small projective generator, say, P in Grd(/l). For this, let @ n n 
be the grading on A and set 




=A if i < 0 or i > d. 
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Noting that each Ji is a homogeneous left ideal of /1, we put Pi = o(i)(A/Ji). 
By their construction, the Pi are in Grd(/i); and we put P = OiEL Pi. 
First, we show that P is projective. To do this, let a: X+ Y be an 
epimorphism in Grd(,4), and let /3: Pi + Y be a morphism in Gr”(/l). By 
(7, 3.3.7 Corollary], a(i),4 is a projective object of Gr/l. Thus, in Gr/i, 
there is a commutative square of the form 
where 7~ is the canonical epimorphism. But, by construction, for 0 ,< i < d, Jj 
is generated as a /l-module by the homogeneous elements of ,4 having degree 
either less than -i or greater than d - i. But then, since the morphism y is 
determined by its value on the identity of/i, we conclude that a(i)J, cl ker y. 
So y factors through 71, and we see that Pi, and hence P, is projective in 
Grd(A). 
To see that P is a generator, let Z be a nonzero object of Grd(/l). If 1 is 
the lower bound of Z, then, as follows by the remark above concerning 
generators of J, , J, (FZ) = 0. Consequently, there is a degree 1 /l-morphism 
/i/J, + FZ. But then, by Lemma 2.1, there is a nonzero morphism P, + Z in 
Grd(ll). Thus, Horn GrdcAj(P, Z) # 0 and so, since P is projective, P is a 
generator. 
Since P has a finite set of homogeneous generators, it is evident that P is 
small. 
Let ~2 be the graded ring EndGrdJP)oP relative to the decomposition 
P = @ Pi, as described in Lemma 6.1. Also, for each X in Gr /i, let G(X) be 
the Q-module Horn Gr,,(P, X) together with the decomposition G(X) = 
Oicz Hom,,~(Pi, X>- Th en, since the choice of grading on Q is easily seen 
to imply that fij HomcrA(Pi, X) E Homcr,,(Piij, X), G(X) is a graded a- 
module. Thus, we can make G into a functor Gr /i + Gr Q simply by 
defining G to be HomGr,,(PP ) on morphisms. Thereto, one may compute 
that Oi Hom,,,(Pi-j, X) = Oi Homer,, (Pi, o(j)X) for any X in Gr /i, and 
this implies that G is a graded functor. 
Now, it is obvious that G induces a functor G’: Grd(/i) + Grd(a) by 
restriction. Equally obvious is that FG’ = Homcrdc,,,(P, ) for F: Grd(Q) --t 
Mod B the forgetful functor. Thus, since P is a small projective generator in 
Grd(/i) and Grd(/l) is plainly a right complete abelian category, FG’ is an 
equivalence. But then, because F is faithful, G’ is fully faithful. 
Finally, suppose that /i is a graded Artin algebra. Then, since FP is a 
finitely generated /i-module, End,,(P)OP is a graded Artin algebra, by 
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Proposition 2.4. But B = End,,,(P)oP is isomorphic to the initial subring of 
End,,(P)OP, and is thus a graded Artin algebra, by Lemma 1.1 and 
Theorem 1.4. 1 
For the sequel, assume that 0 is given by the specific construction in the 
proof of the theorem. We should point out that, if d > gr.1. A - 1 (computed 
in Gr A), then 0 is not the trivial ring. In addition, if d > gr.1. /i, then 0 is 
not trivially graded if II is not trivially graded. This gives, by Corollary 6.4, 
many concrete examples of nontrivially graded graded rings all of whose 
modules are gradable. 
The reader might think that the gradation we have chosen for B is rather 
arbitrary, and not intrinsically related to the given gradation of A. This is, in 
fact, not the case. To see this, note that 
Horn Grd(A)(Pi> f’j> ‘V ‘0-I Om,(A/Ji, u(j - i> A/Jj)> 
= Hom,(/i/J,, n/Jj)i-j 
=( ann,,Ji(Ji>)j-j= (A/Jj)i-.j' 
where the last equality follows from the observation that J,/iimj sJi. Conse- 
quently, we may identify fl with the matrix ring 
LAJ,)L, ..+ A -AJL 
... n pd+ AJL,+ 1 
where @ (Ji)n is the grading on Ji induced by the grading @II, of’/i. But, if 
we think of/i as a ring of (d + 1) x (d + 1) matrices, d > gr.1. /1 - 1, where 
an element l=CAn, A,Eii,, of /i is identified with the matrix (nii) such 
that Aij = kimi for all i, j, then there is an obvious ring homomorphism r: 
/i + R given ‘by r(L) = (;lij + (Jj)i-j). The grading we have chosen on R is 
thus the unique grading such that the morphism r is a morphism of graded 
rings. 
We wish to end the paper with a brief study of the effect of graded 
equivalence on the categories Grd(/i) (when II is a graded Artin algebra). 
We say that a functor V: Gr A --t Gr r is a translation if, for some integer t, 
$V(X) = &Y + t and 8V(X) = 8X + t for every object X of Gr /i. 
THEOREM 6.7. Suppose that A and r are graded Artin algebras and let 
U be an associated graded functor of a graded equivalence Mod A + Mod r. 
(i) There exist integers v and w such that U(Grd(A)) g Grz+“(T)fir 
all d > 0. 
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(ii) If every simple A-module and every simple r-module has graded 
length one, then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) There exist integers v and w such that U(Grd(A)) = Grt’“(r) 
for all d > 0. 
(b) The functor U is a translation. 
(c) Zf X is an object of Gr A, then gr.1. X = gr.l. U(X). 
In addition, if S is any simple object of Gr’(A) and a and ,L? are integers 
such that Grt(r) = U(GrO(A)), then a and ,!3 are the common value of _6U(S) 
and &J(S). 
ProoJ: By Section 5, we may assume that U = Hom,(P, ), where 
P = @$‘=, a(~,) Aei, the ei are primitive idempotents of the initial subring A, 
of A such that A = Es=, AeiA, and s, < s2 < ... < sp are integers. 
(i) We infer from formula (3) of Corollary 5.11 that U(Grd(A)) 5 
Grf;;l(Z’). 
(ii) Suppose that S is a simple object of Gr’(A) and that U(Gr’(A)) = 
Grt(T). Then, for some i, e,S # 0 and it follows, by Corollary 5.1 l(3) and 
the assumption that each simple r-module has graded length 1, that the 
grading on U(S) is concentrated in degree -si. Now, since every r-module 
has graded length 1, there is a simple object of Grt(T) with lower bound a. 
By Corollary 5.2, this simple object is isomorphic to U(T) for some simple 
object T of Gr’(A); and so a = -sk, for some k. But, by Corollary 4.4 and 
Proposition 5.8(i), (Ao/rad Ao)ej is a simple object of Gr’(A) for 1 < j < p 
and, moreover, U((A,/rad Ao)ej)),,# 0. Thus, by the choice of the sI, 
a = -sp. Similarly, p = -si . 
Next, we note that the idempotents ei can be regarded as orthogonal idem- 
potents of r, by the discussion following Corollary 5.11. Let M = l-e, + Te,, 
let z=WKLoW + IL,,,-,, M,), and let Z’ = a(-s,)Z. Then, plainly, 
Z’ is in GrIil(T) and Z\, = Z,. But, Z’ E U(Z”) for some object Z” of 
Gr’(A). But /hen, using Corollary 5.11, if s, > s, we infer that e, kills 
~(gL& and hence Zysp; that is, e,Z, = 0. This implies that 
n<OMn + cn>s,-s, M”>)O which, by Corollary 4.4, is impossible. 
Thus, a = -s, = -s, = /I. 
(a) * (b) The hypothesis implies, as we just saw, that the si are all 
equal. Let s be their common value and let X be an object of Gr A. We claim 
that, if X, # 0, then eiXm # 0 for some i. To see this, note that A, = 
CC=, CnA,,eiL,,, by the proof of Proposition 5.8(ii). It follows, by 
Corollary 4.4, that A, = Cp=, AoeiAo, thus verifying our claim. Conse- 
quently, U(X)_m-s # 0, by Corollary 5.11. This shows that &Y(X) = _SX - s 
and &J(X) = 6X - s. 
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(b) 3 (c) Obvious. 
(c) * (a) Consider the homogeneous left ideals Ji of A constructed in 
the proof of Theorem 6.6. By Corollary 4.4 once again, eP cannot be a 
homogeneous element of J, of degree 0. Thus, e&4/J,,), # 0 and so, by 
Corollary 5.11, U(A/J,)-,P # 0. Similarly, since e, & (a(d)J,), = (Jd)O, 
U(U(~)(A/J,)),_,~ # 0. Thus, if we let W=A/J, @ o(d)(A/J,), we have 
&J(W) < -sP and 6U( W) > d - s, . But, by assumption, gr.1. U(W) = gr.1. W, 
and hence d + s, - s, + 1 < gr.1. U( IV) < d + 1, since W is in Grd(A). Thus, 
s1 = sP; and so it suffices to show that U(Grd(A)) = G?;“(T), where 
s = s, = s,. For this, it is enough that Grf;“(r) z U(Grd(A)), by the proof 
of (i). But, if Y is in Grd;s(T), then, by Corollary 5.2, Y = U(X) for some X 
in Gr A. By the proof of (a) 3 (b), X is in Grd(A). i 
We mention that the second part of this result can fail when either A or r 
has a simple module of graded length > 1. On the other hand, it is not 
difficult to find examples where A and r are basic rings (cf. Corollary 4.5) 
and, given d, U(Grd(A)) & Grt(f) for all a,P. Finally, we will show 
elsewhere that if every simple A-module has graded length 1, then U 
preserves graded length (i.e., gr.1. U(X) = gr.1. X for every indecomposable 
object X of gr A) if and only if U is either a translation or a “reflection.” 
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